Transcendent Practices/W04				     Integrative Project/Weeks 6-10
The Flow of Breath

Everything flows. Nothing Stays. Heraclitus

The tow Integrative Projects this term are intended to get you thinking and working in and between the principal program practices (yoga, sculpture, and poetry) and a practice of your own. The goal for each project is to make a small body of works (writing, reflection, sculpture, drawings, poems, other expressions), that stand together to convey your present knowing on the theme at hand. The second project is The Flow of Breath.

From Sarah (Yoga):
The yoga component of the Flow of Breath project is aimed at increasing awareness of, and appreciation for, the role of breath in our lives. In the Shivagama it is stated: "A knowledge more secret than the science of breath, wealth more useful than the science of breath and a friend more true than the science of breath, has never been seen or heard of." We will explore the energetic and biochemical anatomies of breath and their relationship to breathing as a transcendent practice through texts, self-sensing and partner aided sensing exercises, asana, and pranayama practices. Specific pranayama we'll explore include: kapalabhati, ujjayi, nadi shodhana, sitali as well as whole body, three-part, and diaphragmatic breathing. Attendance as well as active participation are mandatory.

From Tim (Poetry):
As we did earlier this quarter for the Flow of Consciousness, Poetry Workshop will ask students to produce a theme-related Breath poem as part of the completed project. Since Week 10 will be hectic with multiple assignments and the second all-program open-mic (details later) the Breath poem will be due Week 9 (March 4). In Workshop, we will discuss a number of breath-related concepts over the next few weeks, with special attention given to the line and to poetry as an oral/aural art. As I did in the first half of this quarter, I will emindstudents weekly about the Breath assignment, usually by including mention in the weekly assignment sheet. It's my hope that the poem due in Week 9 will be informed by some of the information we'll discuss in those sheets and in class.

As was the case previously, there will be no stylistic constraints. Breath, like Flow of Consciousness, is an extremely rich topic, full of possibilities, and the possible playing field is broad. The poem can be about breath, can refer to breath, can use breath in an innovative way, can be spoken word or be written in the shape of a breath; it can relate to breath in whatever way you interpret the topic, stricly or loosely, whatever your preference. My only instruction is that it relate, in some way, to the theme of Breath.

Again, as was the case previously, it will profit you to begin working on ideas now. I was impressed with the quality of work that was turned in last week on the Flow of Consciousness assignment; it was clear that some students had really developed their ideas, and their poems suggested serious thought and revision. I would like to encourage students to consider making their Breath poem the centerpiece of their integrative project; as part of the currently-planned display of the project, we will have room to display poems, and time to read the assembled program, if the poet chooses so. Workshop student should look to the weekly assignment sheets for more details as the quarter wears on.

From Bob (Sculpture):
The sculpture component of this integrative project will ultimately be a collaborative effort. I'll ask each of you to cut six organic, non-representational shapes from wood and to texture them using gouges. Each shape should be a meditation on the filling and emptying of the form, as though with breath.

I'll ask each of you to hang the shapes, one above the other, on fish line. In the tenth week we'll hang the strings of objects next to each other in the second floor Library Lobby (near the windows at the back) and interconnect them with more fish line. Moving one shape will cause the whole collection of shapes to move, or breath together, rather like a school of fish or a flock of birds.

The sculpture portion of this project is primarily about two things: the practice of shaping and surfacing, and the practice of working collaborately. It will introduce you to wood as a sculpture material, the band saw and sanders, carving gouges and sharpening tools. It is not a woodworking project, pre se, that is, you won't be constructing or joining wood into sculptures or functional objects.

Principle themes to think about and reflect on in your work logs, then, are:

·	The filling and emptying of form, as though with breath (What "in-forms" form? Sculpture is the art of the bump and the hollow, Rodin used to say...),
·	The iterative practice of carving, that is, using a tool mark, and shape form at the same time, and
·	The ways in which a collaborative effort shapes your personal process of working and thinking.

Don't miss studio! There will be important lectures, demonstrations and additional exercises, particularly around drawing.

From you (A personal practice):
As with the first integrative project, we invite you to include work from a personal practice as part of your collected works for this project.

A Word on the Final Presentation of this Project:
The tentative plan is this: On Tuesday morning of the tenth week, we'll get together to hang the collaborative sculptural piece in the Library Lobby. In the afternoon, we'll meet for a whole group seminar/presentation, to talk about (and perhaps write about) group and individual experiences and to listen to those who wish to make presentations of or about their efforts.

Stay attentive for more developments!

